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PREFACE
This Memorandum is addressed to the problem of establishing a
replacement-parts policy for Apollo prelaunch operations. It develops
a network technique to help determine economic stock levels and re-
supply capabilities that will minimize the deleterious effects of
parts shortages on the schedule of operations. Though the study is
oriented toward Apollo prelaunch operations, the techniques also
should be of interest to those personnel concerned with establishing
replacement-parts policies for projects other than Apollo.
Sections I, II, and III present the basic network approach, which
is later illustrated in Sec. IV with numerical examples. The compu-
tational techniques developed for computer implementation of the approach
are described in the Appendix.
The Apollo Checkout System Study is a continuing program to help
define checkout system and support plans for the Apollo mission. As
one of a series documenting the Study, this Memorandum was prepared by
The RAND Corporation for Hq, National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-
tration under Contract NASr-21(08).
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SU_RY
The Apollo prelaunch operations consist of a sequence of activities,
some of which result in the discovery of malfunctions that may, in turn,
result in demands for replacement parts for the vehicle. These parts
may be available from stock on hand, or from such sources as local
bench repair of malfunctioning parts, local assembly from componentS,
subsequent vehicles, and the manufacturer. The purpose of this Memorandum
is to develop methods that will assist in establishing a strategy -- a
replacement-parts policy -- governing the use of these sources.
To select from among replacement-parts policies or even to evaluate
one policy, it is necessary to have measures of both cost and effectiveness.
The measure of cost nmst reflect at least the cost of establishing and
maintaining the stock levels and resupply capability. The measure of
effectiveness should be formulated in terms of the amount of delay to
the schedule.
Selecting and evaluating a replacement-parts policy for projects
such as Apollo prelaunch operations has two special features that dif-
ferentiate it from _ther inventory problems. First, a project consists
of an operations plan that specifies the sequence of activities or tests
to be performed. It is during these tests that malfunctions are identified
and demands for parts are generated. Once the operations plan is specified,
therefore, it should be possible to identify the locations in the schedule
where demands for a particular part might occur. Secc_id, the relationship
between parts shortages and effectiveness is complicated. It is easy to
construct examples of parts shortages that cause little or no delay in
the schedule because subsequent activities can continue without the parts.
Contrariwise, it is possible to construct examples of shortages that
stop all operations. Actually, the effect of a parts shortage on delay
depends not only on how long the shortage lasts, but also on where in L
the schedule the demand occurs and where in the schedule the demand must ,;
be filled, The effect one shortage has may also be modified if other
shortages occur.
The approach used in this Memorandum represents the scheduled
operations as a project network. Unscheduled activlties are also
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performed, however, as the project unfolds. For present purposes, the
unscheduled activities are those associated with replacing malfunctioning
i parts, e.g., bench repair. These activities are represented by adding
arcs to the nominal network. The way these arcs are added and the times{
associated with them are functions of the particular parts policy _eing
i evaluated.
i Data required by this approach are a description of the schedule
of operation_ in project network form, a list of parts, and a list of
| "possible demands." Each part is characterized by the quantity stocked
i and by the time required to repair a defective part (or, more generally,
I the resupply time), Each possible demand is characterized by the point
i in the network at which it can occur and the point by which it must havei
! been met, by identification of the part de, handed, and _y the probabilityi •
, of the demand.
i
The following procedure is used for each resupply (e.g., bench |
repair) capability. First, reduce the size of the problem by identifying J|
_ parts that do not need to be stocked and aggregating some of the activities
in the nominal schedule. Next_ use marginal analysis to determine a
sequence of stock levels for the given resupply capability, Then estimate
I the expected measure of effectiveness for each replacement-parts policy
in the sequence and develop the corresponding cost/effectlveness curve.
i Repeat this procedure for each. resupply capability of interest, and then
I select a replacement-parts policy by chgosing a point on one of the curves,
!
The procedure is illustrated in Sec. IV_ using computer programs (including
i a Stock Selection and an Evaluation Model) whose algorithms are described
in the Appendix.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The Apollo* prelaunch o_,__rations consist of a sequence of activi-
ties. Typically, these activities are J.._pec_, transfer, assemble,
...... c4ecKout. Some of these activitiesd_sassemb]_, test, weigh, and _ '
result ia the discovery of maii_nctions. These malfunctions may result
i_ in demands for replaceme:it parts for the vehicle. Many of these parts
-_ are high-cost items with limited resuppiy capability and relatively
long r__order time. Furthermore, the facilities required to repair these
parts u_ually are expensive° In general, replacement parts are available
from such sources as stock on hand, local bench repair of malfunctioning
parts local assembly from components, subsequent vehicles, and remote
sources such as the manufacturer. The purpose of this Memorandum is to
present methods that will assist in establishing a strategy governi_g
I. the use of these sources. Such a strategy is referred to as a replace-
F ment-parts policy. More _pecifically, in projects such as the Apollo
prelaunch operations, cse proposed methods should be useful for such
problems as setting initial stock levels For parts, establishing the
,_ repair faciiities that should be provided, estimating the extent to
!" which reorder capability from the manufacturer can be substituted for
local stocks, evaluating the potential effectiveness of methods for
i expediting orders, analyzing tbe effect of different stock locations,
and dealing with similar problems that originate in the task of select-
ing and evaluating a replacement-parts policy.
i During the prelaunch operations, demands for parts for the launch
_ vehicle and spacecraft will tend to decrease as the schedule approaches
the launch date, since as the schedule progresses the "bugs" should be
i worked out of the system. On the other hand, the penalty associated
with not having a part when it is needed tends to increase as the launch
date approaches, since there is less opportunity _o schedule around
delays. For example, a one-day delay at final countdown could scrub
r
I *This includes the Apollo Spacecraft and the Saturn V Launch
_' Vehicle.
{
i
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the scheduled launch, but a similar delay while the Saturn V is in the
> Vertical Assembly Building or while the spacecraft is in the Opera-
t-
tions and Checkout Building may require only minor changes in the
schedule. Even though the penalty for nor c_npleting the countdown
withim the launch wind_7 constraints is severe, a parts policy should
be formulated on the basis of considering the total operations plan.
That is, it is not sufficient to look at only the countdown phase, or
at any other _ phase of the operation.
While looking only at countdown mighu give infornation about
stock levels for spares, it would not be very illuminating on ques-
tions of bench repair facilities, priorities, reorder schedules, or
rl,]es for cannibalization. Bench repair faciliuies, for instance, are
relatively useless during final countdown, because there is simply
f uot sufficient time to bench repair a malfunctioning pazt. Even in
setting stock levels, it is necessary to consider all phases. For
example, during countdown there is limited access to the space vehicle.
This means that there are relatively few parts which can be removed
_ and replaced. After cryogenic loading, there is practically no access
for maintenance activities. There is limited opportunity to remove
and replace a few parts. The decision to stock these parts, whlch
generally are small and relatively inexpensive, probably can be made
without any additional analysis. However, countdown considerati _,s
alone would set only lower bounds on stock levels for these parts, since
they would not take into account the more frequent demands which occur
during preceding phases.
In order to select from among replacement-parts policies or even
Lo evaluate one policy, it is necessary to have both a measure of cost
; and a measure of eff?ctiveness. The measure of cost must reflect at
_ least the cost of establishing and maintaining the stock levels and
repair facilities. The measure of effectiveness should be formulated
in terms of the amount of delay to the schedule (e.g., expected pro-
.;_ct time, probability of launching on schedule, or measures that
depend upon the completion time of several activities, such as the
_ mating of the spacecraft to the launch vehicle as well as countdown).
_ A more complete disccsslon of measures o_ cost and effectiveness is
given in Sec. III.
&
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The problem of selecting and evaluating a replacement-parts
policy for projects such as Apollo prelaunch operatiens has two special
features that differentiate it from other inventory problems. These
are:
i) Partial predictability of demands. An operation plan specifies
the sequence of activities or tests to be performed. It is during these
tests that malfunctioning parts are identified and demands for these
parts are generated. Therefore, once the operations plan is specified,
it should be possible to identify the locations in the schedule where
demands for a particular part might occur. For example, a demand for
a LOX valve may occur during fuLctiona] checkout of a propulsion system,
but almost certainly not during checkout of a guidance system.
2) Co_mplicated relationship between parts shortages and
effectiveness. The effect of a parc_ shortage on delay depends not
only on the length of time the shortage exists, but also on where in
the schedule the demand occurs and where in the schedule the demand
must be filled.•
Suppose, for example, that a portion of a project consists _f
checking a two-component subsystem, where test R checks for the accept-
ability of component r and test S checks for component s. Suppose,
further, that tests R and S cannot be performed simultaneoulsy and that
the operations plan specifies test sequence R, then So Following the
completion of tests R and S, the subsystem is transferred to another
location. Each test takes 2 days to complete, and the transfer takes
i day. If a test discovers a malfunctioning component, the component
is sent to bench repair, and it must be replaced before the transfer
activity can begin. For simplisity, suppose that after the component
is repaired it is ready to be installed, and it can be installed with-
out interfering with the other test. Suppose also that the complete
test does not have to be repeated. (Actually, allowing for retest does
not change the results -- only the complexity of the analysis.)
Figure i represents a bar charL of the present schedule of activi-
ties if both tests are "Go." The total project time is 5 day:. Fig-
ure 2 represents the schedule if test R is "No Go," test S is "G_,"
and component r is no____tin stock, so that the defective component must
be repaired. The project takes 5 days to complete because the 1-day
repair of component r can be accomplished while test S is being con-
d.cted. Figure 3 shows the schedule if test R is "Go," test S is "No Go,"
and component s is no_._!tin stock. The total project time is 6 days.
1965024864-017
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Test R
I
I Test S
I - _ I
I I Transfer i
I I ,I I
ActiviHes I I I
I I I
I I I
I I I
I I I I
1 2 3 4 5 Days
Fig.t--Bar chart: bothtests"GO"
Test R
Test S
Tronsfe_j
i
Activities I
I
I
I I
2 3 4 5 uc,y.s
?
Fig.2--Bar chart: R"NOGO",S "GO"
For the two latter situations, a parts shortage existed for
_ I day; however_ the shortage of component r did no.__tcause a delay,
! while the shortage ot component s di__dcause a 1-day delay in the
transfer activity. Actually, the effect of a parts shortage on
_ deley is more complicated than this example indicates because the#)
__ delay dep_.ndsnot only on the length of time the shor_.._gexists,
i and where in the schedule the demand must be f£11ed, out also upon
the occurrence of other shortages for the same part as well as for
-i other parts.
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Test R
Test S
RePsalr
Activities Transfer i
I
I
I
,, I I I I
2 3 4 5 6 Days
Fig.3--Bar chart: R "GO", S "NO GO"
Any method used to evaluate and select replacement-parts /
policies for Apollo prelaunch operations at Mezritt Island should
be consistent with the two spc_ial features described above. That
is, the methods should account for the complicated relationship
between parts shortages and delay, and should make use of the
partial predictability of demands. In so doing, they will not on]y
make use of such traditional data as malfunction rates, costs of
stocking parts, and repair or reorder times, but also data on the
schedule of operations.
In Sec. II, where the basic network approach is described by
means of a simple example, the primary concern is with presenting the
concepEs embodied in the network approach, rather than the specific
assumptions required. Section III states these assumptions, shows
how some of them can be relaxed, and discusses some of the limitations
of the approach. Two numerical examples are presented in Sec. IV.
Computational techniques, which may be used to implement the approach
and which form the basis for the computer program, are described in
the Appendix.
?
__ _-,Nlm m .......
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II. DESCRIPTION OF A NETWORK APPROACH
As Sec. I indicates, the problem of establishing a repl_cement-
parts policy for Apollo prelaunch operations is distinguished from
other inventory problems by certain unique characteristics. The pur-
pose of Sec. II is to describe a network approach to this prob]em
which inCorporates the two special features identified in Sec I:
i) the partial predictability of demands, and 2) the complicated
relationship between parts shortages and effectiveness.
The chief concern in Sec. II _ with the description of the
approach itself, rather than of the ways in which it can be applied.
Emphasis upon the approach and upon the concepts is here stressed
through the use of some simplifying assumptions and the limiting of
discussions to elementary examples. The statement and discussion
of underlying assumptions is postponed until Sec. III. After an
examination of the problem of evaluatin K a replacement-parts policy,
the problem of selecting a policy is considered. The final portion
of this section discusses two ways of reducing the size of the problem.
i
A METHOD FOR EVALUATING A REPLACEMENT-PARTS POLICY
; The approach to evaluating a replacement-parts policy presented
: here is to represent the scheduled prelaunch operations as a project
_. network. During these scheduled assembly _nd checkout operatio_J,
;_ various non-scheduled activities are performed. For present purposes,
the important non-scheduled activities are those associated with replacing
malfunctioning parts. These replacement activities are included by
means of adding arcs to the original network. The manner in which
these arcs are added and the times associated with them are functions
For a discussion of project networks, see, for example, J. E. Kelley
and M. R. Walker "Critical Path Planning and Scheduling," Proceedings%
of the E.J.C.C. m 1959, pp. 160-172; and D. G. Malcolm, J. H. Roseboom,
<_ C.E. Clark, and W. Fazar, "Application of a _echnique for Research and
{i Development Program Evaluation," ORSA, Vol 7, No 5, September-October,
1957, p. 646.
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of the particular parts policy being evaluated. An example will
demonstrate t_e procedure for evaluating a parts policy.
Suppose that Fig. 4 represents a schedule of activities in project
network form for a two-part system. There are a total of eight activi-
ties represented by arcs in the network. Each of these activities is
a scheduled operation, such as a checkout, an assembly, or a transfer.
The nodes, which are indicated by he encircled numerals, represent
events or specific points in time.
1 3 34 't 657 2 8
Fig.4---Nominalschedule
The network shows precedence relations among activities. For
instance, activity (6-7) cannot be started until both activities (4-6)
and (5-6) are completed. But activity (3-5) can be _erfozmed simul-
taneously with activity (3-4). In addition, each activity has a time
associated with it which represents the time required to perform the
activity. These times are shown above the arcs in Fig. 4. The data
needed to construct Fig. 4 are given in Table I. Note that _etivity
(2-3) requires zero days to perform. This is a dummy, activity that is
required for demand interpretation; it is explained below.
Table 2 describes all of the possible demands which can occur for
these two parts. The "d-_mand node" identifies the point in the network
at which the demand occurs, if, in fact, it does occur. The "fill node"
identifies the point in the network at which the demand must be filled
in order to avoid delaying subsequent activities. The dummy activity
1965024864-021
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(2-3) serves to represent the situation that part R must be replaced
innnediately, because effectively the demand node and the fill node
occur simultaneously. It is assumed that demands are independent events
with the indicated probabilities,
Table I
ACTIVITIES LIST
First Second Time
Node Node Required
I 2 !
2 3 0
3 4 3
3 5 6
4 6 4
5 6 4
6 7 5
7 8 2
Table 2
POSSIBLE DEMANDS
Identification Part Demand Fill Probability
Number Type Node Node of Demand
1 R Z 3 .I
2 R 4 6 .2
3 i S 5 7 .3
J
i The replacement-parts policy to be evaluated here consists
of providing one spare for part R and no spares for part $,
bench repair facilities capable of repairing part R in ii daysand
_ and part S in 13 days. This parts policy is represented in T_ble 3.
_ The parts policy for this example has been ev'_luated in Table 4.
Since there are three possible demands, there are - 8 different
'i_ sets of demands which can o_cur. Each of these sets is listed in the
first column of Table 4. The second and third columns of the table
-_ contain, respectively, the project time associated with each of these
i
<
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Table 3
PARTS POLICY
I Quantity Repair
Type in Stock Time
R | i ii
S I 0 13
Table 4
EVALUATION OF PAKrS POLICY
Realized Project Probability x
Demands Time Probability Project Time
None 18 .504 9.072
I 18 .056 i.008
2 18 .126 2.258
1,2 19 .014 0.266
3 22 .216 4.752
1, 3 22 .024 0.528
2,3 22 .054 1.188
1,2,3 22 .006 0.132
19.214 a
a
Expected time in days.
possible demand patterns and the probability of occurrence. To demon-
strate the evaluation p=ocedure, consider, respectivelyj the first,
the fifth, the four_h, and the last row_ of the table.
i) Delnand Set = [none]. _en there are no demands, _b._only
activities are the scheduled ones--that is, there are no non-scheduled
activities. Thus, the network which must be evaluated is that given
in Fig. 4. Evaluating a project network consists of attaching a time
to each node in the network; this time represents the earliest time
tha_ the activities having that no le for their first node can be begun.
The time assigned to the 1&st node of the network: is the prvject time.
The procedure is to assign the time 0 to the first node of the network,
7
i
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and to proceed as follows to assign times to the remaining nodes. For
the network shown in Fig. 4, the time for the second node is the time
for the first node plus the activity time of one day for a total of
(0+I) = I day. Similarly, the tlme at _cde 3 is (i+0) = i, a_ node
4 is (I+3) = 4, at node 5 is (1+6) = 7. The time at node 6 is the
greater of (4+4.) or (4#7), i.e., !! days. The time at node 7 is
(11+5) = 16, and, finally, the total project time is (16+2) = 18 days.
Note that if all activities are on schedule, activity (4-6) is completed
three days ahead of activity (5-6). Thus, there is a three-day slack
period for activity (4-6), which means that a three-day delay in the
completion of this activity does not delay activity (6-7) or the
project. The total project time of 18 days is for th_ case where there
are no demands. If the independence assumption and the probabilities
given in Table 2 are used, the probability of no demands is the proba-
bility that demands I, 2, and 3 do not occur, i.e., (l-.l)x(1-.2)x(l-.3) =.504.
2) Demand Set = [3]. Now consider the case where the only demand
that occurs is demand number 3(i.e., a demand for part S occurring
at node 5 that must be filled by node 7). This demand gives _ise to
one non-scheduled activity, namely, the removal, bench repair, and
replacement of the malfunctioning part. This activity c3nnot begin
until node 5 and must be completed by node 7. Thus, the network repre-
sentation of the operations that must be performed, both scheduled andi
non-scheduled, is as shown in Fig. 5. An arc from node 5 to node 7 is
6 ,_\ 13
: Fi§ 5--Augmentednetworklone demand)?
I
5
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added to the nomina] network given in Fig. 4. Ass'uming that the
removal and replacement of parts takes negligible time: the time
associated with this added activity is the bench repair time for
part S, namely_ 13 days. (See Table 3.) The evaluation of this network
gives a total project time of 22 days. Note that the increase over the
nominal project time (Fig. 4) is 4 days and is not the same _s the
bench repair time for the part_ which is 13 days. This demonstrates
the necessity of evaluating a parts policy in the context of the
schedule of operations. Again 3 under the assumption of independence
of demands and for the probabilities given in Table 2_ the probability
of only demand 3 occurring is (l-.l)x(l-.2)x(.3) = .216.
3) Demand Set = {i,2]. Figure 6 shows the augmented network when
demand i and demand 2 occur (i.e., a demand for part R at node 2, which
must be filled by node 3, and another demand for part R, which occurs
at node 4 and must be filled by node 6). The demand that occurs at
node 2 can be filled from stock, since one of part R is sL_cked. This
demand gives rise to a remove-and-replace activity the first node of
which is 2, and the second 3. The activity will take 0 time, since,
for this examp!c, it is a:_sumed that removal and replacement time is
negligible. Although there is not another part in stock to fill the
4 "-_
[
Fig.6--Augmented network(twodemands)
second demand, the part that is removed at node 2 can be repaired and
used to fill the demand occurring at node 4. Thus, the second demand
generates a remove, bench repair, and replace activity the first node of
which is 2 and the second node 6. The activity has a time of ii days--
i.e., the repair time for part R.
1965024864-025
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The total project time for the network is 19 days_ which repre-
sents an increase of 1 day over the nomina_ projecL time. Again, this
could not have been inferred from tile repai: times alone. The proba-
bility that demands i and 2 but not 3 occur is (°l)x(.2)x()-.3) = .014.
4) Demand Set = {1,2,3_. When all demands occur, three non-
scheduled activities must be added to the nominal network. They are
the same act[vLtLes identified under 2) and 3) above. The augmented
network is shown in Fig. 7. The total project time is 22 days. Note
that this project time is the same as when only demand 3 occurs even
though demands 1 and 2 alone cause a one-day increase in the nominal
schedule.
Fig.l--Augmented network  aii demands)
The probability that all three demands occur is (.l)x(.2)x(.3) =
.006.
The projec_ times liste¢_ in _able 4 with their associated proba-
bilities give an expelled project time for the parts policy of 19.214
days. Project time is only one of .many possible measures of effective-
ness that can be used. For instance, one may be interested in the
probability of completing the project within a specified ntunber of days
or of hitting the launch window. Also, for subsequent scheduling, the
transfer of the s_ace veh.cle from the Vertical Assembly Building to
the launch pad may be an important event but still less critical Lhan
;, the actual launch. In this case a combined maasure can be used that
is some weighted combina'ion of the time of the transfer and the time
cf the launch. In t'_e case of a multi-vehicle project the measure may
be a function of the launch times for several vehicles. A more complete
k_
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discussion of measures of effectiveness is presented in Sec. III.
The computer program (Evaluation Model) which was written for
this Memorandum takes as inputs a schedule of activities (Table I),
a parts list (Table 3), and a list of possible demands (Table 2")
The output of the program is an estimate of expected effectiveness.
The program evaluates a given parts policy in much the same way as
that just described for the example network. However, it does not
enumerate and evaluate all possible demand sets. This wou]d be an
impracticable task for any but the most trivial problem. For instance,
30 parts, each with i0 possible demands, represent 2300 different
demand sets. Therefore, instead of enumerating all demand patterns,
the procedure is to employ a Monte Carlo technique. Specifically,
a sample of demand sets is drawn, and the expected measure of effec-
tiveness is estimated from the sample. One iteration of the model
proceeds as follnws. First a set of demands is generated on the basis
of the possible demands and their probabilities. As a function of
these demands and the parts that are carried in stoch_ arcs that are
needed to fill the demands are added to the nominal network. Times
for the nodes of the network are computed. The measure of effectiveness
is computed as a function of these times. (For the above example, this
is the time at the last node.) The measure is then averaged with the
measures obtained on previous iterations. This sequence is repeated
for as many iteratlons as desired. A more complete description of
the computations within the Evaluation Model is given in the Appendix.
SELECTING A REPLAC_NT-PARTS POLICY
The net_-,orkmodel described above evaluates a given replacement-
pazts policy. Ideally, one would like to have a prncedure that would
not only evaluate a parts policy but would also determine an "optimum"
or at least a "good" parts policy. Since a replacement-parts policy
specifies both the repair facilities (or, in general, the resupply
capability) and the stock levels, and since the "optimum" stock
levels depend on the available repair facilities, the procedure is to
select stock levels for a given repair facility, nifferent replacement-
parts policles can be established by considering other repair facilities
i
¢
| • _. L .....
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: and by selecting stock levels that are compatible with these repair
+ facilities.
v
The procedure described here to determine stock levels is at. applica-
tion of marginal analysis. The procedure is as follows. Let the first
policy in the sequence consist of carrying no parts in stock- Then
fiild a part which, when added re, =Lo,._,-_-'- results in the greatest addi-
tional expecYed effectiveness per added cost. This stock represents
the second policy in the sequence. Subsequent policies are obtained
by repeating the _rocess. (A more complete discussion Js presented in
_ . AppenaLx)
Suppose one wants to generate a sequence of "good" stocking policies
for the illustrative twc-part project described in the preceding section.
For convenience, project time will be used as the measure of effective-
ness. The first step iE to determine the expected project time when
no parts are carried in stock, that is, when one relies on only the
repair capability. Next one needs to 6etermine the additional expected
effectivenes._ _i.e., expected reduction in project time) per cost when
addi,xg respectively one each of parts R and S to stock. Then ore
adds to sto_k that part which gives the greatest reduction in expected
: project time per cost. Using the schedule of activities (Table I)
and the resulting nominal schedule (Fig. 4), the parts list (Table 3)
and the llst of possible demands (Table 2), one evaluates expected
",roject time for each of the three stocking policies (i.e,, respectively,
_: none in stock, only one of part R in stoci: and only one of part S
in stock) in the same manner as indicated in TuLle 4. The results
are shown in Table 5. For this example, the Stock Selection
Table 5
EXPECTED PRDJECT TIME
•_:_ Expected
Stocking Time
Policy in Days
# None 20.860
,_ R 19.214
4 S 19.900
-_
i
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Index is the change in expected project time divided hy the cost of
the part. Suppose that part R costs $i0 and that part S costs $12.
Then the :'None" column In Table 6 gives the stock selection indexes
for parts R and S since (see Table 5) stocking one of _ reduces the
expected p[oject time b_ 1,646 days and stocking one c _ $ redL1ces the
expected project time by .960 days. Dividing these respectivf changes
Table 6
STOCK SE*-_.CTIONINDEXES
Stocking Policy
Par_ L None R P/_S P,&S&R
R .1646 .0014 .0020 0
S 1.0800 .0995 0 0
!
by the cost of the part yields the values shown in the "None" column,
which represent the change in expected project time per dollar invested.
Part R is stocked on the basis of this selection index; this represents
the second stocking policy in the sequence, the first being "None."
The sequence is continued by repeatJgg the above process, e-:cept that
now the change in the expected project time is evaluated when one of
each part is added to an exiqting stock of one part R. Therefore, the
val_e .0014 in the second column represents the change in effectiveness
per dollar by adding a secoDd parr R to stock and, similarly, .0995
represents the effect of adding the first part S to stock given one of
R in stock. By sequentially adding to stock that part which has the
largest selection index a sequence of "good" stocking policies is
generated. }_r this example the sequence is None, R, R&S, and R&S&R.
This procedure generates, for a given bench repair facility, a
sequence of stocking policies with corresponding costs and expected
project times as shown in Table 7. The summary data are plotted in
Fig. 8 in terms of expec=ed delay which is defined as the difference
Letween expected project time and the nominal project time of 18 days.
"1965024864-029
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Table 7
5"JMMARY DATA OF STOCKING POLICIES
Lxpec ted Stocking
Stocking Project Time Cost
Policy (Days) (Dollar s)
None 20.860 00
R 19.214 I0
1'_5,S 18.020 22
P_S&R 18.000 32
If the cost of the repair facilities is included, a cost/effect-
ivenecs curve for the resulting replacement-parts policy (i.e., repair
facilities and stocking policies) can be plotted. In general, differ-
ent investments in repair facilities can be made, the result being
different repair capabil_ties and repair times. Different repair
facilities will result in different stock levels and, therefore, in
t
/
/
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' Fig.8--Cost/expecteddelaycurve,of stockingpolicies
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different cost/effectiveness curves. Comparing these curves, and
taking into account the cost of the repair facilities as well as
stocks, a si_!r_necu_ choice of bench repair facilities and
stocking policies (i.e., a replacement-parts pelicy) can be made.
Suppose the cost/effectiveness cu_¢es in Fig. 9 arc, the result of
considering three different repair facilities. Moving from curve L
to 3 represents increasing investment in rep_ir facilities. For a
• given curve, increasing investment ccrresponds to increasing expendi-
tures for stocks. If, for example, one decides to invest I dolllrs
on a replacement-parts policy, one _ould select b_,,_l,r_pai_ pol_ i
and the stocking policy represented by point a on curve i. H_weve_,
if one decides to invest I' dollars, one would select bench repair
policy 2 and the stocking policy represented by point b.
a
I ,
I I
Investment
Fig.9--Generalizedcost/effectivenesscurves
for replacement-partspolicies
-- u ,mlmm ..... ." , n
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'_ A Monte Carlo computer program (the Stock Selection Model) has
_" been written to estimate stock selection indexes Inputs are the
_ same as those required for the Evaluation Model, with the addition of
_ costs for the parts and a specification of the parts whose selection
indexes are to be estimated. In broad outline, one iteration of the
program runs as follows. First, a set of demands is generated on the
basis of the possible demands and their probabilitles; these are inputs
to the program. On the basis of these demands and the parts that are
carried _n stock, arcs that represent activities needed to fill the
demands are added to the nominal network. Times for the nodes of
the augmented network are then computed, and a measure of effectiveness
u0 is calculated. Then the quantity of the p_rt being analyzed is?
increased by one, the demands are reinterpreted, the node times for the
_" new network are computed, and a m_asure ef effectiveness uI is computed,
The difference uI - u0 represents the incremental effectiveness of increas-
ing by one the quantity stocked of the part being analyzed for the
particular demands that were generate_, This increment is then averaged
in with the increments obtained on previous iterations• This process
is repeated for as many _terations as desired• The estimate of the
:. expected incremental effectivene_ thus obtalned is divided by the
: incremental cost of adding one of the part to stock--to obtain _he stock
selection index for that part. A more complete description of the
computations within the Stock Selection Model is given in the Appendix.
REDUCING THE SIZE OF THE PROBLI_
In an attempt to keep computer running times within tolerable
i limits, the following techniques have been incorporated to reduce the
size of the problem; i) eliminating non-critical parts and demands, and
2) reducing the size of the network•
(! Eliminatin_ Non-Critical Parts and Demands
It is quite possible that, for a given repair capability and a sched-
:_ ule of activities, it is not necessary to stock a particular part. That
is, the repair facilities can repair a nmlfunctioning part within the
1965024864-032
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allowable time to prevent delaying subsequent activities. Such pa_ts
w
are referred to a non-critical parts, and the stock level for these
parts is set at g=ro without fureher analysis.
Suppose F_ I0 represents a nominal network. The activity times
are indicated _ove each arc. The three dashed lines, r, s, and t,
represent possible demands for three parts, R, S, and T, which have
respectively repair times of 6, B, and 8 days (for a specified bench
repair capability). Comparison of the repair time with the longest
Fig.lO--Nominalnetwork
path in the nominal network bet_,een the demand node and fill node for
damand t identifies part T as a non-critical part. For t the demand
node is 4 apd the fill node is 7. The longest path from 4 to 7 is 9
days; therefore, the 8-day repair time for part T is adequate to
prevent delaying activity (7-8). Thus, there is no need to stock part T
and no need to include demand t in subsequent analysis. This is not
The distinction between critical and non-critical parts is made
only on the basis of whether or not the repair facilities can repair a
malfunctioning part within the allowable time to prevent delaying any
subsequent activity. In this context, a part may be considered "criti-
cal" and still not be stocked because, while a shortage of that part
may delay one or more activities, it need not affect the overall
measure of effectiveness. Actually "critical" means "requires further
analysis."
!
,/
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true for parts R and S and de_nds r and s. The computational tech-
niques used within the computer program to eliminate non-critical pa_ts
and demands (Par=s Reduction Program) are described in the Appendix
Reducing the Size of the Network
The network shown in Fig. I0 can be reduced to an equivalent net-
work that contains the first and last nodes (i and 8) and the demand
and fill ,Jdes for demands r and s (2, 3, and 7). First, part T is
non-critical, so that, regardless of whether or not demand t occurs,
the longest path time between nodes 2 and 7 (via nodes 4 and 6) is 13
days. Thus nodes 4 and 6 can be eliminated, and the five arcs (2-4),
: (2-5), (4-6), (4-7), and (b-7) can be replaced by the single arc (2-7),
with an activity time of 13 days. The longest path time between nodes
: 3 and 7 is either 8 days (i.e., the repair time for part S) or 6 days
_ (i.e the nominal schedule), depending on whether or not demand s"3
occurs. Therefore, the two arcs (3-5) and (5-7) can be replaced by a
single arc (3-7) _,ith a time of 6 days. Thus, by considering only demand
and fill nodes of critical demands, one can reduce the nominal network
shown in Fig. I0 to the equivalent network shown in Fig. ii.
r r. ___ .s I
I !
Fig.ll--Equivalent ne'work
_i The nominal network with 8 nodes and 9 activities is reduced to an
equivalent network with 5 nodes and 5 activities. The computational
techniques used within the computer program to reduce the size of the
network (Network Reduction Program) are described in the Appendix.
,¢
4'
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III. EXTFNSIONS AND LIMITATIONS OP' THE NFIwu_ v AP._RCACH
Seu_ion II described a network approach to evaluating and select-
ing replacement-parts policies. Implicit in the examples were some
simplifying assumptio_ , This section will indicate what the assump-
tions were, how some of the_ can be relaxed, and wDat some of the
limitations of the approach are. Problems co,on co evaluating and
selec':ing a replacement-parts policy will be c<,nsidered first, and
then those problems peculiar to selection.
EVALUATING AND SELECTING n REPT_ACEMENT-PARTS POLICY
The acsumptions in Sec. II pertained to the prelaunch operations,
demands for parts, the supply system, and measures of effectiveness.
i) Prelaunch Operations. The schedule of operations can be
represented by a project network. In particular, the amount of time
required to perform the scheduled act_-Jiti_s is not a random variable.
Also, tb_ mr,curt of time required to remove and replace a part, given
that a replacement _s available, is negligible. Finally, the opera-
tions pertain to only one veniulc
..) Demands for Parts. Pemands for replacement parts occur at
noies in the net-_ork of scheduled opecations, and the points at which
these demands must be filled are identifiable as _Lodes in the network.
The demands for replacement parts occur independently of one another,
and with probabilities that do not depend upon the past history of the
parts being replaced. Finally, for any given part, the aemands occur
in series within the network. That is, the demand and f_i! nodeq fnr
a given part all occur on one path in the network, (e.g., in =he example
in Sec. II, both demands for part R occur on the path I-2-3-4-6-7-8.
If the fill node for the first demand for part R had been node 5 in-
stead of node 3, then this assumption would have been violated).
3) Supply Sys_.em. The supply is a two.echelon system in which
the first echelon consists of local stocks and the second echelon is
local bench repair. A malfunctioning part is put into bench repair as
soon as it has been removed from the vehicle. Required repair time
for the malfunctioning part is a constant depending only upon the type
of part.
1965024864-035
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4) Measures of Effectiveness. The measure of effectiveness used
to evaluate the replacement-parts policy for the example was project
time (cr delay to _he nominal schedule). Thus, in selecting a stocking
policy for the assumed repair capability, an effort was made to minimize
expected delay.
The ways in whic|" some of these assumptions and restrictions can
be removed or alleviated are as follow.
Random Activity Times
Randon activity times can be include@ in the analysis. In the
Evaiuat_on and Stouk Selection models this means sampling for the
times of activities as well as for the occurrence of demands.
Non-Negligible Remove and P_place Times
Remove and replace times can be included in the time required to
perform non-scheduled activities -- thereby removing the assumption
that th,y are negligible. When the non-scheduled activity include.=
repair of the malfunctioning part, the remove and replace times should
be added to the repair time. When the non-scheduled activity is obtain-
ing a replacement part from stock, the time associated with this activity
bhouid be the remove and replace times for the part. Non-negligible
remove and replace times necessitate a modification of the procedure
for augmenting the nominal r_twork (i.e., adding arcs to it). W"nereas
for negligible remove and replace times ar_s were added only to represent
bench repair activities, now, with _on-negligible remove and replace
times, one must add arcs to represent the remove and replace activities
'" for e-ary realized demand, having to remove and replace a part might
}_ delay a subsequent activity regardless of whether or not the part is
available frcm stock. Furthermore, one must add the remove and replace
._ times to the repair time to obtain the total time for this activity.
Suppose, for example, that Fig. 12 represents a nominal network. The
/- activity ti_es are indicated above each arc, The two dasheo lines,
-e c and d, re_resent two possible demands for the same part. That is, the
ma]functloning part discovered at event 2 must be removed and replaced
L
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by event 3, and _he same process occurs for possible demand d.
c d
f 1 I 7
7
: Fig.12--Nominal network
Figure 13 represents the augmented network when both demands occur
and only one of the p_rt is stocked. The time assigned to the added
arc (2-3) is the remove time, rl, pius the replace time, _, for the
- first demand. The same holds for the added arc (4-5). The time assigned
to the repair arc (2-5) is the sum of the bench repair time, b, the remove
time, rl, for the first demand, and the replace time, R2, for the second
demand. In this context, retest time can be included as part of the
replace time.
i trl + R1 ) (r2 _ _2 )
i (b+r i +R 2 )
i Fig.13--Augrnentednetwork: two demand_one part in stock
This treatment of remove replace, and retest times is only a
partial answer to the problem, since there may be some scheduled
activities that are constrained by the remove, replace, and retest
acLivlties but not by the activi=y of obtaining a replaceme_ part.
i Such constraints are not covered by the above approach.
_, ---- 1._m,- , - • _
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Mult i-Vehic le Projects
Multi_vehicle projects (i e., concurrent preparation of several
vehicles for launch) can be combined into one large network. This
approach, however, will result in the occurrence of "parallel" demands
for the same part which require special treatment. This problem is
discussed below under "ParalL I Demands."
Demands Occurin$ Dur!n_ Activities
l'_ ___ght be desirable, by allowing demands to occur during
activit__z_: to weaken the assumption that demands occur only at nodes.
However, the effect of this generalization can be obtained by breaking
some of the activities into a series of smaller activities and allowiTLg
demam:s to occur at the nodes which have been added.
Statistical Dependence Among Demands
The assumption that demands occur independently probably is not
too gross cor,:idering the usual unreliability of demand data. However,
basically there is no reason why a more complicated joint probability
distribution l_'c demands could not be used, although doing so might
r=quire considerable change in the sampling techniques described iu
the Ap0endix. It is essential to the network approach that the
probability of a demand can be specified by knowing only where in
the schedule of activities it might occur and not the exact time
that it might occur. Therefore, if the p_.oiability that a demand
occurs at a given node depends upon the _ime of the node, then that
time must be. approximated (e.g., use the nominal network to compute
the node ti_._).
Paralle I Demands
The constraint that the demand and fill nodes for a ziven part all
occur on one path in the network can be relaxed, provided a priority
_ for filling "parallel" demands is specified A part has "parallel"
_,_ demands when all of the possible demands for that part do not occur
i_ on one path in the network. This problem will occur, for example_
° • with _.alti-vehicle projects.
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Suppose that Fig. 14 represents a nominal network. The activity
times are indicated above each arc. The two dashed lines, c and d,
represent two possible parallel demands for the same part. That is, the
malfunctioning part which is removed at event 3 must be replaced at
event 5, the same process being carried out r possible demand d. When
..
C
r I
•5 4
[ a ,
Fig. 14-- Nomina, network
both demands occur and only one of the part is in stock there are
four ways to modify the nominal network as show_ in Figs. 15a,b,c,
and d. (The repair time for the p_rt is 4 days.)
| In order first to modify the original network so that it refl_cts
i the demands and stock policy and then to compute the earliest time for
each event in this augmented network, it is necessary to specify in
I of the which of modification is to be
advance time computation type
used. This is, in effect, a specification of the priority system.i
For the above example, it means that one of the four modifications
must be selected before the effect of this choice on the event times
is determined. If it is desirable to have a priority system based on
event times (e.g., first-come-first-served) then this priority system
! can be approxlmated by using event times computed on the basis of the
nominal network. This treatment of first-come-first-served would, for
i the above example, choose the modification shown in Fig. 15d. If this
cannot be done then a model that, in effect, simultaneously assigns
t_nes to the events and modifies the network, or, in short, a simulation
mode], is required.
t
1
' ""._ _ -- '_ ;'._?'.;k_.,.'-,," ' -
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Multi-Echelon Supply Systems
In Sec. II the second echelon was defined as local bench repair,
although it could have been interpreted just as easily as bench repair
aL the manufacturer or reorder from the manufacturer or some other
source of resupply. For the purpose of e',aluating a replacement-
parts policy, the important parameter for i part is the amount of
time _t takes to obtain a replacement part from the second echelon.
This time is defiped as the recycle time for the part. For the
technique prese:ted hele, it is essential that there be only two
echelons of supply for each part for any particular evaluation, and
that the first echelon be local stocks. However, the second echelon
may be different for different perts. To illustrate: for a particular
evaluation the second echelon for electronic components might be local
bench repair at Merritt Island, and for _echanical components the
second echelon might be repair at the manufacturer's main plant.
Different Reorder Policies
In Sec. II, the "reorder" policy was to "order" a part from the
second echelon as soon as a part was removed from stock. It is possible
to repzesent different reorder policies. For example, consider the
policy which requires that no part be reordered unless there is none of
that part in stock and there is a demand for the part. Under such a
policy, the representation of replacement activities will be the same
as that described in Sec. II, except that each replacement activity
will have as its first node the node at which the demand =ausing it
occurred, rather than some earlier demand node. Assuming negligible
remove and replace times, the times on the added activities would
be zero when there is a replacement in stock and would be equal to
the recycle time when a part is not in stock.
Random Recycle Times
It is possible to make the re_.ycle times for parts random
variables. In the Stock Selection Model and the Evaluation Mode_ this
1965024864-041
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means that in addition to sampling for the occurrence of demands,
one would also sample for recycle times.
Different Measures of Effectiveness
Any function u of the times tl,...,t n of the various nodes
i,... ,n in the network may be used as the measure of effectiveness.
__ ,tn) and n is the last node in theFor example, u(tl,,.. =-t n
network, then maximizing E(u), where E is mathematic_._ .:xpectation,
is the same as minimizing expected project time. On the other hand,
if U(tl,...,t n) = I for l.n _ d and 0 when tn> d, then E(u) is the
probability of completing the project within d days. Suppose the
prujeet is a two-vehicle project, and that node i rppresents the
completion of countdown for the first vehicle _nd r _de n for the
second. If U(tl,...,t n) = I when ti _ d and tn e -nd 0 otherwise,
then E(u) is the probability of launching the _ vehicle by time
d and the second vehicle by time e.
i SELECTING A REPLACEMENT-PARTS POLICY
In addition to the foregoing problems that are common to both
evaluating and selecting, there are some that are peculiar to the
problem of selecting a replacement-parts policy, i.e., those connected
[
with using marginal analysis and those connected with formulating an
adequate cost model.
Interaction Amon K Parts and Limitations of Marginal Analysis
'Fne net._ork approach allows one to assess the relative criticality
of parts not only in context with the schedule of activities and the
_-_ resupply facilities, but also in relation to the other demands for
_ parts. The approach allows one to a_sess the extc.nt of the inter-
action among parts. Two typ_s of interaction exist: I) the effective-
!i_[ ness of stocking part j increases as the stock level _ f part i i_
_' increased, and 2) th_ effectiveness of stocking part j decreases as
5,
_, the s_ock level of part i is increased.
_
i
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In order to illustratL the first type of interaction, suppose
the nominal schedule and possible demands r and s for parts R and S
respectively are as represented in Fig. 16. The recycle times for
R and S are respectively 5 days and 4 days. If K and S are not stocked.
then
r
f \
/ \
k /
k__ s j
Fig.16--Nominal schedule and possible
demands for R and S
the project time is reduced by stocking S when a demand occurs Zor
S only when no demand o=curs for R. However, after R has been stocked,
the project time is reduced by stocking S when a demand occars for S
whether or not a demand occurs for R. Thus, the effectiveness of
stocking S increases as the stock level of R is increased.
Suppose, to illustrate the second type of interaction, that Fi_. 17
r_presents the nominal network As before, zf R is not stocked, then
the project time is reduced by stocking S when a demand occurs for S
if a de_nd occurs for R. But, after stocking part R the project
time is never reduced by stocking S. Here, the rffectiveness of stocking
S decreases as the stock level of R is increased.
Ql ,l®
% I \ I
% r I % s I
___ _1 _..__ _
Fig.17--Nominal network
Because of the interaction among parts, the margi_tal analysis
approach may not always give optimum solutions when it is used to
dete_line stock levels. This approach consists of sequentially adding
1965024864-043
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parts to stock, the part added at each step being the one that yields
the greatest ratio of incremental gain in expected effectiveness to
incremental cost.
Suppose, for example, that Fig. 18 represents the nominal
network and possible demands r, s, and t for three parts R, S, and
T, respectively. The recycle times for parts R, S, and T are respec-
tively 3, 3, and 2 days, and the relative costs are respectively
4, 6,and I0 dollars. If one assumes _!at all three demandb always
uccur, then the marginal analysis approach of looking at one part
: at a time gives a non-optimum solution, because, for this situation,
the incremental effectiveness of stocking one of T is i day while
the incremental effectiveness of stocking R or S is 0 days. Therefore,
one would stock i of ? _t a cost of $i0 and never stock R or S.
However, it is clear from the example that a better policy is to
stock both R and S, rather than T, and obtain an incremental effec-
tiveness of 2 days, raLhar _h=, !_ f_ the _'^........ vzu investment.
i r
i
1 1 1 1 1
_. ,...__!__ J L__J___ :
Fig.1g--Nominalnetworkand possibledemandsfor R, S andT
Fortunately, if the probabilities of the demands are low enough,
"_"_' the correct _hoice will emerge. It will be assumed, for simplicity,
,', that the probability of demand for each part is the same. Let:
_h
,_ p = Probability of demand for the i-- part;
_. _i = Incremental effectiveness for _tocking the ith
_, part, when no parts are carried in stock;
-,' ci = Cost of stocking the _t._hpart; and
_" E -Mathematical expectation.v
1965024864-044
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Then:
E[AR] = 2p(l-p)
E[&S_ = 2p(l-p)
E[_]--p
Part R would be stocked before part T if:
g(_)Ic R > E(AT)ICT ,
or
E(_R)ICR -EC_T)/CT..-o .
Now:
E(_)/c R - E(AT)/CT = 2p(l-p)/4 - p/10 = p(.8-p)/2 ,
so the last term is positive if p is less than .8, In which case part
R would be stocked before part T. After part R has been stocked, the
expected incremental _fectiveness of part S increases, so that it,
too, would be stocked befoce part T, and the optimal stockage would
be obtained.
Now, suppose the nominal networh and possible demands for the
same part _ and T are represented Dy Fig. 19.
4
_____ __----J %..----.-'
Fig.19--Nominal netwoi'k and possible
demandsfor Rand T
1965024864-045
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If one assumes that all three demands always occur, then the incremental
effectiveness for stocking R is i day and for T is 2 days. But because
R costs $4 and T costs $i0, the greatest incremental effectiveness for
incremental cost is obtained by stocking R. Once R is stocked, the
increment_l effectiveness fol stocking T reduces to I day. AssuminB
it is worthwhile to stock part T, an investment of $14 dollars in parts
R and T results in a project time of 6 days. However, it is clear
that a better policy is to stock only part T, which will give a project
time of 6 days for an investment of only $I0. The difficulty with the
above marginal analysis is that one cannot "sell back" a part once
it has been bought. However, as in the previous example, the correct
choice will be made when the probabilities are low enough. For this
eyample, p must be less than 2/3.
Thus, it appears that as the probabilities of the demands decrease
the effects of interactions decrease and marginal analysi_ becomes more
valid. In the prelaunch environment, demand probabilities are low;
hence the limitation& of mazginal analysis discussed above are not
likely to present a serious problem.
Alternative Cost ModeIs
The procedure b_ing used here to select "good" stock levels for
given resupply facilities (i.e., bench repair, manufacturer, etc.) is
an application of marginal analysis. The procedure is to generate
a sequence of stocking po]icles by finding the part that, when added
• to stock, results in the greatest expected incremental effective,kc_s
per incremental cost. The network approach presented here is primarily
a technique for evaluating expected effectiveness and not cost. No
attempt has been made here =o develop new cost models. Implicit in
the example discussed in Sac. II is a linear cost model; that is,
if Qi Is the quantiLy of part i in stock, then the cost of the replace-
ment-p,rts p_licy is given by
a + E ci Qi 'i
J
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where a and the ci are fixed parameters that do not depend upon the
stocking policy but may depend upon other aspects of the replacement-
parts policy such as bench repair facilities. In this case, c. is whatl
has been called the cost of sto,king one of part i. Tn principle, there
is no reason why a more general non-linear cost model cannot be used;
however, such a model may lead to problems on the cost side akin _o
the interaction problems on the effectiveness side, which were
discussed above.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
As the foregoing discussion suggests, some of the simplifying
assumptions made in Sec. II may be removed without changing the basic
approach, which is to add to the network of scheduled activities arcs
that represent unscheduled activities. Some of the limitations of the
approach have also been indicated. The limitations connected with evalu-
ation stem mainly from one's being unable to characterize completely an
unscheduled activity before attaching times to the nodes of the network
. (e.g., time-dependent priorities for drawing spares). If these limit.B-
tions are important_ then it is necessary to utilize an approach that
simultaneously assigns times to the nodes and characterizes unscheduled
activities--in short, simulation with its accompanying longer computer
running times and more extensive data requirements.
The computational techniques which may be used to implement some
of t_,e extensions described above are presented i:, the Appenfix.
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IV. NLg_ERICAL EXAMPLES
The purpose in presenting the following two numerical examples
is to illustrate and to demonstrate the feasibility of applying to a
life size problem the approach described in Sec. II. Example A is
based upon data ebtained from an aircraft moditicat._on program. As
it turns out, Example A is almost trivi-!. For a more interesting
exzmtple,the data were modified to constitute Example B. The examples
were then used to cempare the network approach to two non-net_,ork
approaches. The computation times cited with the examn!es are based
upon four computer programs: a Parts Reduction Program, a Network
Reduction Program, a Stock Selection Model, and an Eval_ation Model.
The first two programs are written in FORTRAN iV. The last two are
• written in SIMS/3RIPT_* All four programs were run on an IBM 7044
computer, SL'_CRIPT i:_s chosen because it provided an easy method
for specifying the dimensions of arrays at z,ln rime rather than at
compile time. Also, storing the network as a SIMSCRIPT "set" made it
easier to program the algorithm for interpreting demands. The execution
tires for the Evaluation Model and the Stock Selection Model would
have been substantially less if they had been written in FORTRAN or
machine language. However, since these programs were written as
research rather than as oroduction tools SIMSCRIPT was used. Of
course, these times could be redaced still further by u_ing a compute_
"X faster than the IBM 7044.
E __A
_ Figu _ 20 is a project network of the &chedule for an aircraf,
modiflcat n project. The network c_hsists of 202 arcs (acti%ities)
_n, _15 nodes (events). It was possible _c obtain the bench repair
time, dollar value, and req,'_ireddemand dat_ for 86 hlgh-value parts,
for which there were 99 possible demands.
9:
H. M. Markowltz . Hausner, and _. _'. Kerr, SIMSCRIPT: A Simula-
_" tlon Programmln_ Language , The RAND Co_-_orat*cn, r_i°3310-PR, November 1962.
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: gliminatlng Non-Critical Parts
By comparing the bench repair times with the allowable times
.f
:: for possible demands, 72 non-crltical part3 were identified. The 14
remaining parts are listed in Table 8. There were 14 possible demands
for these parts whi=h are listed in Table 9. Computer _ime required
for parts reduction wa._ 5 _econds.
Reducinga_the Size of the Network
By considering the 14 possible demands, it was poss_ le to reduce
the nominal network of 202 arcs and 115 nodes to an equivalent network
of 14 arcs and Ii nodes, as shown in Fig. 21. Computer time required
; for network reduction was 2 seconds.
Selecting Steak Levels
i
Project time was used as the measure of effectiveness. Thus the
stock selection index was the reduction in average project time per
thousand dollars of incremental investment. The indexes for each of
the 14 parts were calculated by the Stock Selection Model and are
tabulated in Table I0. The first column gives the indexes when no
parts are sto_.ked. A zero index indicates that st_cking the corres-
ponding part does not reduce project time. In fact, only parts 430
and 440 need to be considered for stock, and 440 is the first candidate.
(Actually the difference between the two parts is not significant, so
i either one is a candidate.) After part 440 has been stocked, its
index reduced to zero, and part 430 was the only candidate left (see
column 2, Table !0), Thus, the sequence of stock policies, for the
given bench repair facilities, consists of stocking nothing, stocking
one of part 440, and stocking one of part 440 and one of part 430.
There is no need to stock any of the other 84 parts, 12 of which are
"critical u Although these 12 parts were "critical" in the sense
that a shortage of one of them would delay one or more activities,
_" shortages among these parts otherwise hav_ no effect, evidently, on
_. total project tim_.
1965024864-052
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Table 8
CRITICAL PARTS FOR EXAMFLE
Part Repair Do]lar
Number Time Cost
10 i_2 3752
120 112 4094
180 192 3759
190 192 3752
340 128 880
350 80 879
430 176 692
440 176 692
460 112 400
480 i 128 i0789
490 128 10789
500 i 128 9293
840 64 877
850 64 899
Table 9
CRITICAL POSSIBLE DEMANDS FOR EXAMPLE A
Part Demand Fill Proba-
Number Node Node bility
10 I0 18 .50
120 9 57 .05
180 I0 24 .50
190 8 18 .05
340 I0 24 .05
350 i0 18 .05
430 13 47 .05
440 13 47 .05
460 i0 18 .05
480 6 18 .05
490 6 24 .05
500 6 18 .05
840 I0 24 .05
850 i0 24...._. .05
1965024864-053
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Each ent-y in Table i0 is based on a sample size of i00° The
estimated standard error of estimate of each non-zero index was
approximately 3 per cent of the index. Total computer time required
for stock selection we" 2 minutes.
Table I0
STOCK SELECTION INDEXES FOR EXAMPLE A
Part Added to Stock
Part None 440 430
I0 0 0 0
120 0 0 0
180 O 0 0
190 0 0 0
340 0 0 0
35O 0 0 0
430 6.837 7.013 0
440 7.056 0 0
460 0 0 0
4E0 O 0 0
490 0 0 0
500 0 0 0
_40 0 0 0
850 0 0 0
Eva lua tin_ C ost/E ffectivenes s
The _verage effectiveness, expected project time, for each of
the replacement-parts policies was estimated with the Evaluation Model.
The results are tabulated in Table ii and plotted in Fig. 22. For
thi. example, cos_ includes only the cost of the part and does not
include storage or administration expenses, and the llke; nor does
it include the investment in repair facilities.
Each of the first two expected project times in Table Ii is
based on a sample size of I000. The third is the nominal project
time. The estimated standard errors of the _stimates for the first
two project times were respectively .85 hours and .67 hours. Each
value is based on the same sample of demands. (This was accomplished
by starting the random number generator at the same point for each
evaluation). As a result of this application of correlated sampling, _
_A
] 965024864--055
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Table ii
; COST/EFFECTIVENESS FOR EXAMPLE A
Part Added Cumulative Expected
to Stock Cost Project Time
None 0 841
440 692 837
430 1384 832
any errors in the estimates are likely to be in the same direction.
For example, if the estimate from the first evaluation were too high
because of a particularly damaging sample, then the same sample is
likely to yield an.overestimate from the second evaluation. (Thus,
if 841 is too high, then 837 is probably too high.) This technique
is especially useful for comparing different cost/effectiveness
curves, since if one curve is too high (or too low) then the other
curves are likely to be also. Computer time required to evaluate
cost/effectiveness was 65 seconds.
Discussion
Example A is presented mainly to demonstrate the application of
• our network approach to establish a replacement-parts provisioning
policy. This example serves especially to show how tbe original
problem can be reduced. As it turned out, there is little or no
! stocking problem for this project -- which is in itself worthwhile
Information. Actually, such a result is reasonable because the
! schedule of activities was carefully planned to avoid a spare parts
stocking problem. The probabilities for many cf these possible demands
exceed .50. The investment in repair facilities had already been made;
i the sequence of activities was therefore scheduled in context with the
repair facilities.
EXAF2LE B
In order to present cn example that is closer to the space
< vehicle prelaunch environment, some of the data in Example A were
1965024864-056
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'_" altered. First, 20 possible demands were added to increase the number
_ of parts with multiple demands. Next, all of the probabilities were
_ divided by 5 to more ne_rl_ approximate the reliabilities found in
the space environraent. Finally, all of the bench repair times were%
doubled to increas_ the number of critical parts and thereby increase
c_= stocking problem. Increasing the repair times can be interpreted
_s the cesult of reducing tbe investment in repair facilities or of
relying more on the manufacturer for replacement parts.
Thus modified, Examp]e A becomes Example B. The nominal network
is the same as the one for Example A (Fig. 20). There are 86 high-
_ value parts with a tot_l cf !1.9 possible demands.
i
i Eliminating Non-Critical Parts
A comparison of the bench repair times with the allowable times
identified 46 non-critical parts; the 40 critical parts are listed
_ in Table 12. The 55 possible demands for these parts are listed in
Computer time required for parts reduction was 6 seconds.Taole 13.
Reducing the Size of the Networ__k
_ By considering the 55 possible den_nds, the nominal network of
202 arcs and 115 nodes was reduced to an equivalent network of 33 arcs
and 26 nodes which is shown in Fig. 23. Computer time required for
!_ network reduction was 4 seconds.
Seleetin_ Stock Levels
_! The stock selection indexes, reduction in average project time
per thousand dollars of incremental investment for each of the 40
i- parts, wet_ calculated by the Stock Selection Model. Only those
par:s with initial indexes greater than zero are tabulated in Table 14.
.g Each column corresponds tc a differenc stock policy. For instance,
:_ column 9 represents a stock consisting of one each of parts I0, 20,
180, 430, 440, and 830 and two of part 17Q An index listed in
column 9 Indicates the relative preferen¢_ for adding one of the part
_ to _he stock corresponding to column 9. Thus the part with the
1965024864-058
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Table 12
CRITICAL PARTS FOR EXAMPLE B
Part Repail Dollar Part _epair Dollar
Number Time Cost Numbez Time Cost
i0 384 3752 455 224 400
20 96 1406 460 224 400
50 96 _30 470 288 3202
90 288 12709 480 256 10789
Ii0 96 830 490 256 10789
120 224 4094 500 256 9292
140 96 898 510 96 10076
170 544 7053 530 _6 1191
180 384 3759 570 96 1680 :
190 384 3752 620 96 2509
210 96 846 660 96 1501
._ 340 256 880 714 96 1898
350 160 879 75u 96 1145
380 96 5273 790 672 _854
! 390 96 5072 800 288 6143
=i 400 96 5378 820 288 7854
410 9_ 5!06 830 256 1228
; 430 352 692 840 128 877
440 352 692 850 128 899
.i 450 96 4975 860 96 3430
, f
..... ..... . ..... /..q _L._,_A'_.%/_/_ _, ,,-_,.
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largest index is added to stock, and new indexes are calculated for
all the parts and listed in the next column of the table.
From a practical point of vie., the selection process can be made
more efficient (through reduction of computer time) by calcu!ating
indexes for a limited number of parts. For instance, after calculating
the indexes for all parts (first column), it was decided to consider
only those parts with indexes large_ than 1.0. However, because of
the possible interactions among parts, it is prudent periodically to
check for the extent of this interaction by calculating the indexes
for all parts. Also, once tile index for a part reduces to zero, it
will remain zero for all Jubsaquent stocking policies.
Each non-zero index was estimated with a sample size of I00.
For most of the selection indexes the estlnw.ted standard error of
estimate was less than I0 per cent of the estimate of the index.
The samples from row to row in Table 14 were independent, thereby
allowing one to make statistical comparisons among indexes for
different parts. However, within any row the sample used was the
same; thus any change in the index for part i when part j is added ::
t
to stock represents the effect of interaction between parts i and j,
rather than sampling error. Total computer time required to generate
Table 14 was 17.5 minutes.
Eval_atinK Cost/Effectiveness
The expected effectiveness (in this case, expected project time)
for each of the replacement-parts policies was evaluated with the
Evaluation Model. The results are tabulated in Table 15 and plotted
in Fig. 24. As in Example A, cost includes only the cost of the part.
Only every other expected project time, beginning with the first,
was estimated with the Evaluation Model. A sample size of i000 was
{
used for each evaluation. The intervening values were computed by
using the estimates of incremental effectiveness that were obtained
"4
as a byproduct of the stock selection process. The standard error
of estimate decreased from 2.4 hours for the first expected project
time in Table 15 =o .5 hours for the last. Total computer time
required for the seven evaluations was 10 minutes.
/
1965024864-063
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Table 15
COST/EFFECTIVENESS FOR EXAMPLE B
Part Added Cumulative I Expected
to Stock Cost IProject Time
None 0 966
170 7053 896
20 8459 891
430 9151 889
830 ln379 886
440 11071 884
180 14830 875
10 18582 863
170 25635 842
83O 26863 841
455 27253 840
170 34316 837
" 830 35544 836
. Discussion
Example B demonstrates the applicatlo_ of marginal analysis to
" generate a sequence of stocking policies for given repair capabilities.
The selection process was made by recalculating indexes for only a
limited number of parts, thereby reducing computer time. Just how
many parts should be considered at a time is subject to good judgment.
We chose to start the analysis by recomp,lting only those indexes that
had an initial value greater than _.0 -- which appeared to be a
• reasonable value (see column I of Table 14). As parts were stocked,
the original list of 7 candidates was reduced, as were their indexes.
Finally the decision to add more candidates to the list shifted
attention to those parts with indexes greater than .095 (see colunm 10).
The analysis was terminated at column 13. Note that the selection
indexes in column 2 are generally higher than those in colunm l,
indicating that the effect ef demands for these parts was hidden by
the demands for part 170. Howaver, the ranking of the'selection
_.. indexes is not altered appreciably. On the other hand, the demands"
for part 20 do not appear to influence the effect of demands for
/ other part_ (see column 3).
/
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d
i__ CC_pA_SON_T_ _0 _ON-_TWO_ APPROACHES
For comparison of non-network approaches with the network
approach expected shortages wez'e used instead of expected delay to
the project as an alternative criterion for selecting stocks, A
_ shortage was defined in one of the following two ways.
_ Method _. A shortage occurs when a malfunctioning part
is identified at i demand node and no replacement part is
available at that demand node. The schedule of activitiesis virtually ignored because only the demand nodes are
" t considered.
i Method II. A shortage occurs when a malfunctioning part
is identified at a demand node and no replacement part is
available at the fil..._!node. _are, the schedule of activities
is partially considered because a distinction is made between
_ demand nodes and fill nodes.
In both Methods I and If, a malfunctioning part can be removed,
repaired, and returned to stock. In order to determine if such a
stock replenishment prevents a shortage, the times of the demand and
fill nodes are set equal to their nominal times. Actually, Method II
is a form of a network approach because it does take into consideration
the "partial predictability of demands" in that the distinction is
made between demand nodes and fill nodes; to soma extent, this accounts
for a portion of the "complicated relation that exists between short-
ages and effecti_elJess." In particular, the "non-cr!tlcal" parts are
weeded out as potential candidates for stock.
For Example A, a sequence of stocking policies according to both
Methods I and II was selected. From the previous analysis, the only
parts which, when stocked, will reduce expected project time are parts
430 and 440. As it =urns out, Method I results in an investment of
$_,810 in 33 unnecessary parts before either parts 430 or 440 are
stocked. The corresponding figures for Method II are $7,911 for 3
unnecessary parts. The total cost of parts 430 and 440 is $!,384.
Table 16 tabulates the sequence of stocking policies for Example B
using Methods I, II, and III, where Ill is the network method. Only
policies resulting in investments less than $40,000 are given. The
unnecessary parts are indicated. Figure 25 shows the cost/effectlveness
|
....... _ i, •....... uui_,,MwmlWJ,q m_mq _ ,mmnmmM_ m
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curves for Method I (curve I), Method ii (curve II), and the Network
Method (curve III). Each of the evaluations given in Table 16 was
based upon the same _ample, thereby minimizing the effect o _ sampling
error on comparisons of the three methods. Note that even the crude
network approach (Method II) shows a substantial improvement over
Method I. However, the Network Method is an improvement ove: Method II.
1965024864-067
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The objective of this Memorandum has been to present methods
to assist in selecting and evaluating replacement-parts policies for
Apollo prelaunch operations -- nethods that are complex enough to
include the special features of the problem discussed in Sac. I, but
; are simple enough to have feasible applications. The approach described
_ in Sec. II takes into account these special features: the partial
predlctabillty of demands and the compllcated relationship between
• parts shortages and effectiveness. Section III has pointed out how
= - the basic approach can be extended. In Sac. IV, the network approach
_ was applied to an aircraft modification project, and the means of
selecting a stocking policy was demonstrated.
:_ : The required data inputs for the basic computer models are:
1) A description of the schedule Of activities for
the'project in network form w_th the a_3ociaced
activity times.
2) A list of parts with their recycle times and costs.
"3) A list of possible demands for each part, with demand
nodes, gill nodes, and probabilities of occurrence.
- -The procedure is to:
I) Eliminate non-critical parts.
2) Reduce the size of _h- network.
3) Select a sequence of stock levels for a given resupply
capability.
4) Evaluate the expected measures of effectlvsness for
the stocking Policies establlshed in 3) above.
5) Repeat 3) and 4) for as many different resupply
capabilities as desired.
. 6) Construct the cost/effectiveness curves for the various
replacement-par _.s policies.
/
The network approach fills a gap that exists between analytical •
inventory modele that do not Include the special features discussed
, in Sec. I and elaborate simulation models tha_ have greater data
requirements and longer computer running times. The salient feature
o£ the network approach is that replacement-par_.s policies are evalu-
ated and stocking policies are selected by evaluating the supply system
1965024864-070
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in terms of its effect on the overall ploj=ct, rather than uqing some
measure that looks at the supply in isolation from the project. This
effect is measured in terms of the amount of delay to the project
which may be expressed in a variety of ways (e.g., expected project
time or probability of meeting the launch window or window_ for a
multivehicle project).
1965024864-071
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i APPENDIX
¢
INTRODUCTION
Section II of this Memorandum has described an approach to the
, problem of determining a parts policy for a project. Now computational
i techniques that may be used to implement this approach will be described.
I
_ At appropriate points, there will be indications as to how these tech-
_ niques may be modified to implement the extensions described in Sac. III.
The approach consists of selecting a sequence of stock policies (speci-
I fications of how much of each part should be stocked) for a given back-up resupply c_pability (a specification of recycle time for each part).
I Each stock policy in the sequence, together with the resupply capability,h s a c st and an effectiveness. On the basis of thes data _ cost/
I effectiveness curve may be drawn which reflects the opportunities avail-\ | able under the given resupply capability. One such curve may be drawn
| for each resupply capability under consideration. Having done this,
one can make a simultaneous choice of resupply capability and stock
policy by selecting a point on one of the curves.
The remainder of this Appe,dix is devoted to describing techniques
for selecting and evaluating a stock policy for a fixed resupply capa-
"_ bility. In order to do this, one needs data on the schedule of opera-
tions, the parts, and the possible demands for these parts. The data
on the schedule of operations should be in project network form, i.e.,
a list of arcs (each representing an activity), the identification of
the beginning and ending node for each arc, and the time required for
the activity represented by the arc. For each part one needs to know
its recyole time and its cost. The demand data should be in the form
of a llst of possible demands, wL_ere each possible demand is character-
ized by the part which might be demanded, by its demand node (node in
the network at which the demand occurs), by its fill node (node in the
network by which point the demand mast be filled), and by _he probability
that the demand will occur. These data may then be used as inputs for
iii_ two Monte Carlo models: Stock Selection Model u_cd determine the
a to
sequence of stock pol$,cies, and an Evaluation Model used to evaluate
the stock policy together with the fixed _esupply capabillt.y. Before
1965024864-072
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starting the Monte Carlo computations, however, it is possible to per-
form preliminary computations that reduce the size of the problem.
These techniques are described first. The method for selecting a
sequence of stock policies is described next. Finally, the evaluation
of a replacement-parts policy is described.
REDUCING THE SIZE OF THE PROBLEM
As Sec. II indicates, there are two ways to reduce the size of
the problem. One can reduce the number of parts and demands to be
considered, and one can reduce the size of the network.
Reducin_ the Number of Parts and Demands
Suppose that for a given pcssible demand there is a path from its
demand node to its fill node that is longer than the recycle time for
the part. In this case, the malfunctioning part can be removed at
the demand node, repaired (or reordered), and replaced at the fill
node without delaying any of the activities in the project. If this
is the case for all possible demand_ for a given part, there is no
need to stock the part, s that part and all possible demands for it
may be eliminated from further consideration. Thus, a reduction in
the list of parts may be _ccompllshed as follows. First for each pos-
slble demand, compute i:s "allowable time," i.e., the length of the
longest path in the nominal network from its demand node tc its fill
node. Next, eliminate from the list of parts any part whose recycle
time is no more than the smallest "allowable time" for all possible
demands for the part. If remove and replace times are not negligible,
then the allowable time should be compared with recycle time plus
remove and replace times, Finally, do away with all possible demands
for eliminated parts.
To compute the "allowable time" for a possible demand, one needs
an algorithm for computing the longest path from one node in a Froject
network to another. The algorithm described here is a sllght modifica-
tion of an algorithm for computing the longest path in a project network.
For a given arc if, let I denote its first node and _2 denote its
1965024864-073
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second node. Assume the arcs 41, (_2' "'" _s of the network are
that _ = _. implies £ < j. (Since projectindexed in such a %r&y
networks are acy'.llc, this _s always possible.) Let T(_) denote the
"length" of _, i.e., the time required by the activity represented
: by the arc _.
Let m be an arbitrary node in the network. The following
! algorithm will set t(n) for each node n in the network, equal to the
i length of the longest path from m to n, if there is such a path; it
' will set t(n) = --if there is no such path.
[ _ Step i: Set t(n) ,,-- for each node n.
I Step 2: Set t(m) = 0; set i ffiI.
Step 4: If i = s stop; otherwise set i = i + I and go to Step 3.
ReducinK the Size of the Network
As exemplified in Sec. II, and described in more detail below,
I the effect on the project of the occurrence of demands for parts fs
reflected entirely in terms of the addition of arcs to the network.
i Each added arc represents an activity that is needed to fill a demand.Whenever an arc is added, its first node is the demand node for some
demand, and its second r_de is the fill node for some demand. In
assessing the effect of demands for parts on the project, one is
interested only in the times at selected nodes of the network (e.g.,
the last node -- see Sec. IIl under "Different Measures of Effective-
hess."). The time at a node is the lenkth of the longest path from
the first node of the network tO the node in question. A node "will be
called "special" if it is either one of the "selected nodes,'* the
first node of the network, or a demand or fill node for some possible
demand. The longest path from the first node in the network to any
special node may be broken into shorter paths, each of w1_Ich begins
at a special node, ends at a special node, and has no special node as
an intermediate node. Now if one augments the network by adding arcs
each of whose end points is a demand or a fill node, the only effect
1965024864-074
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on the above longest path will be to replace some of the shorter paths
into which it has been broken by some of the arcs that have been added.
For this reason, the noatnal network_y be replaced by one Whose only
nodes are the special nodes, and whose arcs are constructed as follows.
For each pair of special nodes m and n, determine whether there is a
path in the nominal network that go_s from m to n, has no special nodes
as intermediate nodes, and is at least as long as any other path from
m to n in the nominal network. If there is such a path, construct an
arc _ose time is equal to the length of the path and Whose first node
is m and last node is n.
The algorithm presented below will determine for a given special
node m, and all other nodes n, whether or not there should be an arc
from m to n in the reduced network, and if so, how long that arc
should be. As above, it is assumed that the arcs _i' "'" _ have2 I ' s
been indexed in such a way that _i ffi_j implies i < j, where, as
before, 1 is the first node of the arc _, and 2 is the second node.
Again, let 7(_) be the time associated with the arc _. The algorithm
makes use of a function f defined on the nodes of the nominal network •
by: f(n) ffi if n = m or n is not a special node, and f(n) ffi0 if n
is a special node and n _ m. The algorithm computes two functions
g and t of the nodes that have the following interpretation: if
(I - f(n))g(n) ffi1 then there should be an arc from m to n in the
reduced network whose time is t(n); otherwise there should not be
an arc from m to n in the reduced network. The algorithm is:
Step i: Let i = i, g(m) = i, g(n) = O, for n _ m, t(m) = O, and
t(n)- -®,forn _ m.
Step 2: If t(_) < t(_) + T(_i) , gO tO Step 3.
If t(_) = t(_)+ _(_i >, ,o to Step 4.
zf > cn>, go step5
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Go to Step 5.
Step 4: Set g(a_ = g(CY_ g(cr_ f(c_.
Step 5: If i = s, stop; otherwise, set i = i + 1 and go to Step 2.
SgLECTINGA SEQUENCE OF STOCKPOLICIES
Ideally, one would llke to generate a sequence of efficient
stock pollcles: an "efficient stock policy" is a policy chat is more
effective than any policy_hich costs less, and at least as effective
as any policy chat costs the sa_e. Un£orcunately, the method about co
be described cannot be guaranteed co dc this. Ia fact (see Sec. HI)
It is possible Co construct examples where the method selects inef-
? ficient stocks. However, such examples depend upon a relatively high
occurrence of particular combinations of demands. In the context of
prelaunch operations, where individual demand probabilities are likely
' to be low, such combinations have a much lower probability. For thisi,
reason, the method described _hould result £nr_u_._ efficient stock4
t policies. The procedure is as follows. Lec the first policy in the
!
sequence consist of carry!_ _ parts in _tock. Then find a part that!
• ! when added to stock _,-_utts in th_ srea:est incremental expected
effectiveness pez incremental cost. This stock represents the sect.-:
policy in the sequence. Subsequent policies are obtained by repeat,_,
the process.
_.,. r ,..., (r I .... ,r _ - A(rl,: _ .... r£.L,r_+l,ri+ 1 ..... ,rk_).
' ..r ) _,_nds only on r i, for each £ - I,...,_, than A
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For application of the above procedure, a method is needed to
determine the average ineremental expected effectiveness obtained by
adding a parL to stock. A Monte Carlo computer program (Stock Selec-
tion Model) has been written for this purpose. In broad outline one
iteration of the program runs as follows. First, a set of demands is
generated on the basis of the possible demands and their probabilities
that are input to the program. If activity times are to be random
variables, their times may be generated at this point. On the basis
of these demands and the parts that are carried in stock, arcs that
represent activities needed to fill the demands are added to the nominal
network. Times for the nodes of the augmented network are then computed,
and a measure of effectiveness u0 is calculated. Then the quantity of
the part being analyzed is increased by one, the demands are reinter-
preted, the node times for the new network are recomputed, and a measure
of effectiveness, Ul, is computed. The difference u I - u0 represents
the incremental effectiveness of increasing by one the quantity stocked
of the part being analyzed for the particular demands that were gener-
ated. This increment is then averaged in with the increments obtained
on previous iterations. The process is repeated for as many iterations
as desired.
is called separable. If A were separable and in addition AiA(rl,...,
r ) were a non-increasing function of ri, then the above procedure
would lead to efficient stock policies. (See, for example, C. T.
Whitehead, Selection of Spares and Redundancy for the Apollo Spacecraft,
The RAND Corporation, RM-4177-NASA, August 1964.) Unfortunately, A
is not separable in this problem. However, the dependency of AIA(rI,__
...,r ) on rj, j _ i, oc:urs because of the possibility of simultan-
eous demands for parts i and j. Since the probability of such t
simultaneous demands is small in comparison with the probabilities
of the individual demands, i_ seems reasonable that the dependency
of diA(rl,...,r _) on rj, j _ i, should be small in relation to its
dependency on ri, and that the stock selection procedure should lead
to nearly efficient stocks.
m , ._.m _.,,,-m= _ I r., *_m '-"'" -- .........
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Thus the computatiocs in the model fall into four main classes:
i) those required for sampling to see which possible demands are
actually realized; 2) those required to interpret the demands by
;_ addlng arcs to the ilominal network; 3)the computation of node times
for the augmented network; and 4) ,:hecomputation of the estimates
i of expected incremental effectiveness (and also standard deviation
of incremental effectiveness, and standard error of estimate of
expected incremental effectiveness).
Smm_lin2 for DemanCs
When estimating the expected incremental effectiveness obtained
by adding one of part P to stock, the sample is stratified on the
basis of the number of demands for part P since this incremental
effectiveness is highly correlated with the number of demands for
part P. Therefore, by stratifying in this way, one obtains better
estimates for smaller sample sizes. Suppose that there are m possible
demands for part P, and n possible demands for the other parts.
Define random variables XI, ..., Xm and YI' "''' Yn by:
if the ich demand for part P occurs;
Xi " otherwise.
ii Pr(Xi " I)= Pi' for i = I, ..., m.
: fl, if the jth demand for p_rts other than P occurs;
i Yj otherwise.to
Pr(Yj " i) - qj, for j - i, ..., n.
Xt is assumed that the Xi and Yj are independent.
Since there are m possible demands for part P, there are m _ i
strata, where the kth stratum_ fo_ k - O, I, ..., m, is defined by the
mm restrlcCion
m
(i) _ xi = ki
on the values of the random variables El, ..., X .m
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The sampling problem divides into three others: I) how to
determine the probability of the kth stratum; 2) how to determine
the sample size for the kth stratum; and 3) how to sample from the
kth stratum.
Determinin_ the probabi!ity of the kth stratum. The problem is
m
to find Pr(E X. = k) for each k = 0, ..., m. This may be done by meansi
i
of a recursion. For this purpose, let
L
CLK = Pr(E Xi .=_), (_ = i, ..., m; k = O_ ..., %).I
Since the Xi are indepeneent and Pr(Xi = i) = Pi' one has, for 0 < k - _,
L-I L-I
Pr(E Xi = k) = Pr(XL = I & E X.l= k-l) + Pr(XL = 0 & E X.l= k)I I I
_-I L-I
= pLPr( E Xi = k-l) + (I - pL)Pr( E Xi = k).I i
Thus,
j (2) CLk ,,pLC_.l,k_l + (I-pL)CL_I,k , (0 < k < L).
For L " k > I, one has
L L-I
Pr(E Xi = L) = Pr(XL = i & E X. - L-l)I i
L-I
• = PLPr( E Xi = L-l).i
so ._
(3) cLL= p_CL.1,L,z , (_ > l). '_
For L > i and k = O, one has
L L-I L-I
Pr(ZXt =0) -rr(XL-o& _.xt =o) = (l-pL)P._.(_.xi =0),i i I
A
4
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Thus,
! (4) = (1-pL)C_l, o , > 1).
Finally, Pr(X 1 = O) = 1-Pl and Fr(X 1 = 1) = Pl' so
(5) CI0 = I'Pl ' CII = Pl "
Equations 2 through 5 may be used to compute the values of
m
Pr(Y X.l ffik) = Cmk, i.e., to compute the probabilities of the kth
I
stratum, for k ffi0, ..., m. An algorithm that does this is given
m
below. When !.he algorithm is compl._ted, Ck will be Pr(E X. ffik)
i I
i.e., the probability of the kth stratum for k = 0, ..., m.
I Step I: Let = I - = and _ = i.CO P!' CI Pi'
Step 2: If _ = m, stop; otherwise set _ = _+! and continue.
Step 3: Set CL = p_CL_ I and k = _-I.
Step 4: Set Ck = PLCk_l + (i-p£)C k.
Step 5: If k > i, set k = k-i and go tc Step 4; otherwise co_?_:_,rue.
Step 6: Set CO = (l-p%)C0, and go to Step 2.
Determining the sample size for the kth stratum. Suppz_ - !:;_
Q is the qulnt£ty of part P stocked. The po_'p:_seof tP,e Sco_._
Selection Hodel is to estimate the expected increment in e_,_¢tive-
heSS that would be obtelned were Q increased by one. It i_ r_lear
that when the number of demands for part P is less than o_: equal to
_,: Q, this increm_.ntal effectiveness will be zero. T_us £oz k • Q,
the sample size for the k ch stratum can be set to zero. For the
] 965024864-080
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remaining strata, k > Q, the situation is not so lear. If the
standard deviation of the incremental effectivenes_ in the k th
stratum ._,re known, then the sample size for that stratum could be
set proportional to the standard devi_.tion multiplied by the proba-
bility of the stratum, thereby minimizing the standard error of the
estimate for any fixed sample size. Unfortunately, _hese standard
deviations for k > Q are not known (for k _ Q they are zero), and
there is very little, a priori, that can be said about them. As a
compromise, the sample size for the kth stratum, k > Q, is set propor-
tional only to its probability, calculated as above.
SamDlin_ fEom the k th stratum. Sin_e the Y. aze independent of
J
each other and of the Xi_and Eq. I does not restrict the values of
the Yj, one may sample for the Y. independently of each other andJ
independently of the X i. There is a simple method of doing this.
For each j _ i, ..., n, generate a random number v. uniformly dis-
J
tributed on the unit interval. (Hereafter any of the=e wi£1 be
referred to as a "random number.") Then let Yj = i, if v. < qj andJ
Yj = 0 otherwise. Sampling for values of the X i is not so simple,
since given Eq. i they are not independent of each other.
A method is needed that will s_ple for values Xl, ... x of' m
Xl, ... X in such a way that the probability of obtaining Xl,' m • _ '
x as values is given by
m
m
(6) Pr(X I - xI a ... _ X ffix IE X i ffik).
m m I
The method described here accomplishes this as follows. Sample for
the first X i in the sequence XI, ..., Xm, for which X i = i. Given
the first i for which Xi - I, sample for the second i _or which
X i - i. Continu_ this process until k of the X i have been set equal
to 1
To carry out the above procp.dure, one needs the probability
that Xi8 is the Bth 1 in _._e sequence XI, ..., Xm; given that _IX] = k;
See, for example, Herman Kahn, Ap.plications of Monte Carlo ,
The RAND Corporation, RM-1237-AEC, April 1956, pp, 107, i08.
' HI i
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From the independe._ce of XI, . .., Xm it follows chat the conditlons
wi_hln brackets in Eq. 8 may be removed, so Eq. 8 becomes
(9) Q=prC_i_- 1& z xj-1[ z x. -k-_+D.i_.1<JSl 8 I__1<J J
Thus, _ does not depend upon 11, .,., i_.2, but only upon 16_1, i 8
and k-_+l. In fact, Q is simply the probability chat XiB is the
first 1 £ollo_ng Xi_.l, given chat exactly k-B+1 ones follow Xi_.1.
This prob_bility w_11 be denoted by D(is, i8.1, k-_+l), i.e.,
(10) V(i,,,h) -_r(X_- r X_- 11 Z Xj-h), (i>ZmO, hSm-i).h<Jsl - h<j
1965024864-082
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D(i,0,h) is the probability that X i is the first I in Xl, ..., Xm,
given that there are h ones in all.
A method must still be found, however, for computing D(i,L,h).
Applying _he definition of condi=ional probability to Eq. I0, one has
Pr(X.=X x. = 1 & X x. = h)
_L<j_i ] _<i ]
D(i, £, h) = Pr_ X. = h)
_<j J
Pr([x.= x x. =1] s [xx. =h-l])
x L<|_i J i< i J
Pr(_ X. = h)
L<j j
The bracketed conditions in the last expression are independent, so
x. =h-l)7
/iq] /
O(i,g,h) = Pr(X i = E X. = 1)|Pr(_ X. = h)/ 'L ,<J] J
The first factoz above is simply Pi _ (i - pj) for i>L+l, and
_<j<i
Pi for i = L+I. Thus if E_L,h) is defined by
_ (ii) E(L,h) - Pr(X X. - h), {0 < L < m, 0 _ h < m-g),
_<jJ
and F(L,i) by
(t2) FCL,i) - _Pi' (0 < L+I- t _ .)
_Pi H (l-pj), (0 < g+l < i _ m) ;
_<j<i ;.
"hen ,:
(13) D(i,_,h) = FCL,i) [_7 '_L E(Z,h) ] " _X
?
g
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_f When L f O, E(_,h_ is simply the probabi!i_ -f the hth
whose computation was described above. For I "- _nd m-_ > h > O,
one has
z(_-1,h)= Pr(r x: = h)
L-I<j J
= Pr(X£ = l)Pr(_ X. = h-l) + Pr(XL = O)Pr(Z X. = h)
= p_(_,h-l) + (l-p_)Z(1,h).
Thus,
(14) F.(L,h),,[E(_-l,h) - pLE(_,h-l)I/(l-p_), (L > 0, m-_ > h > 0).
For L > 0 and h - 0
z(L-1,o)-Pr_ x. -o)
_-l<j ]
= Pr(X_ s 0)Pr(Z X. = 0)
L<j j
= (l-pL)Z(_,0)._
so
(is) z(_,o)= z(_-1,o)/(1-pL), (_> o).
Finally, as noted above,
(16) z(o,_)- PrCZx. = _), (0_ h < m),
I J
I .,411 ;_ ._Lt , ii ml . _--
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whose computation has been described under "Determining the probability
of the kth stratum." From Eq. 12, F(_,i) obviously satisfies the
recursion,
(17) F(L..i) = [Pi(l-Pi.l)/Pi_l]_(_,i-l) , (0 < _+I < i _ m),
wit[ F(_,L+I) given by
(18) F(_,_+I) = P_+I' (0 _ _ < m).
Equations 13 through 18 can now be put together in the form of
an algorithm for sampl%_g from the kill stratum. The idea behind the
algorithm is to sample _o_ =he first i, il, for which X i ffiI, choosing
: iI with probability D(il,0,k ) . One then samples for the second i, i2,
for which X i ffi i, c_oo_ing io_ with probability D(i2,il,k-i ) . In
general, having chosen the first _ subscripts, iI < ... < iB, for whichth
Xil =
..... Xi8 i, one chooses the (_+i) such subscript i_r I with
probability D(iB+l,18,k-_). This choice is made by generating a
random number v and setting iB+ I equal to the first i for whichi
D(j _ v. In the algorithm, h is the n,0_ber of X. that
JfiB+t ,i_,k-B) J
remain to be set equal to i, and i is the index of the X. that is
J
currently being set equal to 0 or I. Steps 3, 4, and 5 and steps I0,
11, and 12 use Eq. 15 Lnd Eq. 14 co co=pure E(i,j) and store the
result as E(j). StRps 2 and 9 use Eq. 18 and Eq. 17 to compute F(t,i),
where _ is the last j for which X. has been set equal to I, and store
the result as F. Step 2 also sets A equal to E(£,h). Steps 6 and 12
i
use Eq. 13 to compute _ D(j,L,h) aLd store the result as B.
j=L+I
Step 1: Set E(j) ffi Pr = j for j = O, ..., k;
set h ffi k; set i = l.
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:i_ Step 2: Set F - Pi; set A = E(h) _
Step 3: Set E(0) = E(O)/(l-Pl); set j = I.
Step 4: Set E(j) = [E(j) PiE(j-l)]/(l-pi)
i Step 5: If j < h-l, set j = j+l and go to Step 4;
I otherwise continue.
Step 6: Set B = FE(h-1)/A, and generate a random number v.
_ Step 7: If v • B, set Xi - I and go to Step 13; otherwise
set Xi = 0 and continue.
Step:8: Set i = I+l.
Step9: SetF = [pi(Z-pi)/pi_l]F.
Step I0: Set E(O) = E(O)/(l-pl) ; set j = I.
Step Ii: Set R(j) = [E(J) - piK(j-l)]l(Z-pl)-
Step 12: If j < h-l, set j = j+l and go to Step 11;
otherwise set B ffiBq_E(h-I)/A and go to
Step 7.
Step 13: Set h ffi h-1.
i1 Step 14: If h> 0, set if i+1 and 8o to Step 2; othet_¢ise
continue.
Step 15: Set Xj = 0 for all j > i and stop.
Interpreting the _emand_
For each possible demand 6 for a given part P, let
8d = the demand node of 6
6 f = the fill node of 6, and
19GSO248G4-O8G
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, if the demand occurs;X(6) = otherwis_ •
A scheme for setting the values of X has been described above. Here
it is assumed that the values of X have already been determined, and
a description follows of how the 6f and 6d, together with the quantity
Q stocked of part P, may be used to interpret the values of X in terms
of additional arcs in the network. After a description of the algorithm,
its validity will be discussed. If Q _ E X(6), then do not add any arcs
6
to the network. Otherwise, assume that the possible demands have been
indexed 61, ..., 6m. Let b be the recycle time for part P.
Step I: Set i = i.
Step 2: If X(6i) = 0, go to Step 8; otherwise continue.
Step 3: Set j = i and k = 0.
S
Step 4: If k = Q, go to Step 7; otherwise continue.
Step 5: If j - m, stop; otherwise set J = j+l and
continue.
Step 6: If X(Sj) = I, set k = k+l and go to Step 4;
otherwise go to Step 5.
/
d
Step 7: Add an arc to the network whose first node is 8i,
f and whose time is b.
whose second node is 6j,
Step 8: If i - m-Q, stop; o_herwise set i = i+l and go to Step 2. <
The above algorithm provides a valid interpretation of the pattern
of demands for P, when the part removed as a result of the ith such
demand is recycled and used to fill the (i+_ th such demand. Implicit ,:
in this statement, however, is the assumption tha_ the possible demands _i
for P can be ordered 61, ..., 5m in a reasonable fashion. Such an I
. ;_
......... , ,_...._._-_:-_. _-_ _p_'_ _ _..!_
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ordering is automatically provided when the fill nodes of the possible
demands for a given part all lie on a common path in the network. (The
difficulties that appear when this condition is not satisfied have been
discussed in Sec. II.) Even when this condition is not met, it is
sometimes still possible to obtain a reasonable ordering. For example,
the possible demands for a part could be ordered on the basis of the
latest times, in the nominal network, of their fill nodes. (The latest
! time of a node is the total project time minus the length of the longest
path from that node to the last node in the network.) An ordering of
this type would tend to give highest priority to those demands that,
in order to avoid project delay, should be filled first.
The algorithm also assumes that remove and replace times are
| negligible. They can be included, however, as follows. With the
I notation as above, let r(6) be the t_me required to remove the mal-
l when demand 6 and let be the time
functioning part R(6)occurs required
to replace the part when demand 6 occurs. The above algorithm may
then be used with Step 7 modified in this way: d
Step 7': Add an arc to the network whose first node is 6i, whose
i f and whose time is b + r(Si) + R(6j)
second node is 6j, .
When Q > 0, it is also necessary to perform the following algorithm:
!_ Step I: Set i _ i.
Step 2: If X(61) = 0 go to Step 4; otherwise continue.
d
Step 3: Add an arc to the network whose first node is 6i, whose
f
' second node is 6i, and whose time is r(i i) + R(_i).
Step 4: If i'm, stop. Otherwise set i - i+l and go to Step 2.
Random recycle times may be included by sampling for them at
Step 7 in the original algorithm, or at Step 7' in the revised algorithm.
1965024864-088
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Evaluatin_ the Network
The computations required to assign earliest times to the nodes
of the network are ordinary project network computations. As before,
let I and 2 be the first and second nodes, respectively, of the arc
_. Let _(_) be the time required by the activity represented by _,
• , have been iudexed in such a way
and assume_ 1that the arcs _I' "" _s
that _ = _ implies i < j. She algorithm attaches a time t(n) to
each node n in the network; t(n) is equal to the length of the longest
path from the first node in the network to n.
Step i: Set t(n) = 0 for each node n, and set i = i.
= maxE.(otl), + 3.
Step 3: If i = s, stop; otherwise set i = i+l and go to Step 2.
Estimatin_ the Expected Incremental Effectiveness
As pointed out in Sec. III, the measure of effectiveness can be
any function of the node times. The incremental effectiveness of
adding one of part P to stock is simply the difference between effec-
tiveness before and after making the addition. Let A be the incre-
mental effectiveness. A is, of course, a random variable since it
depends upon which of the possible demands actually occur. Let _(k).
3
be the jth observation on A from the k th stratum. An estinmte,
E(_), of the expectation E(A) is provided by
I
m Nk (k)
' (19) Z(a) : Z (Ck/Nk)( Z A_a )'k=Q+l j=Z
where Ck is the probabil4ty of the kth stratum, Nk is the sample size
of the kth stratum, Q is the quantity of part P stocked (before the
addition to stock), and m is the number of possible demands for part P.
Since sample means are unbiased and consistent estimates of the pop-
ulation mean, this estimate is unbiased and consistent.
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[ The above estimate has a variance Var[E(A)] given by
m
_ Var[E_] = E [Ck2Var(A(k))/Nk ] ,
k=Q+l
wh.ce A(k) is the restriction of A to the kth stratum, and Var(A (k))
is the variance of A (k). Now
Nk Nk
! (A_k))]2
(20) Var(A(k)) " _ j_l (A_k))2 N2k Nk [j_=l
' WrCACk))provides an unbiased, consistent estimate of ; hence
¢
m 2V /Nk(21) Var[E(A)]- Z C ar(A (k))
k=Q+l
J
! is an unbiased consistent estimate of Var[E(A)].
[_]2Since E(A) is a consistenL estimate of E(A), is a
consistent estimate of [E(A)]2. Also,
m Nk
(22) E(A2)" k=Qt-l_ z _:/j'l
is a consistent estimate of E(A2). Thus E(A 2) - [E(A)] 2 is a consistent
estimate of Far(A) = E(A 2) - [E(A)] 2. But it is easily found thzt this
estimate has a downward bias, and the amount of the bias is Var[Z(A)].
Thus
C
A2 2 ""_(23) Far(A) = E( ) - +Var[E(A)].
, is an unbiased consistent estimate of Var(A).
In order to compute the estimates 19, 21, and 23, it is not
"' necessary to score all the A!k) but only certain cumulative) su_ar ies
J
i
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In going from one observation to another within the kth stratum, one
need only build the cumulative sums j_/_k) and _ (_k))2. When all
the obser_s from the kth stratum have been completed, one may
compute Var(A (k)) according to Eq. 20. In going from stratum to
stratum, one need only build the cumulative sums
Nk
r. (Ck/Nk)( Z &_k)) ;k j=l
_. (C,Z/N,.)"Var(A(k)); and
k
Nk
E (Ck/Nk) r, (&_k))2.z
k j-I J
Wher._all the strata have been covered, these sums may be used in
Eqs. 19, 21, 22, and 23 to obtain the estimates E(_), Var[E(d)], and
vat(A).
EVALUATING A REpLACEMENT-PARTS POLICY
An Evaluation Model has been developed for evaluating a replace-
ment-parts policy. The detailed computations within the model are
essentially the same as in the Stock Selection Model described in the
previous section, but overall organization is somewhat different.
One iteration of the model proceeds as follows. First, a set of
demands is generated on the basis of the possible demands and their
probabilities. On the basis of these demands and the pargs that are
carried in stock, arcs that are needed to fill the demands are added
to the nominal network. Times for the nodes of the network are computed;
then the measure of effectiveness is computed as a function of th_se
times. This measure is avera@ed with the measures obtained on previousi
iterations. The sequence is repeated for as many iterations as desired.
The demands are generated as in the Stock Selection Model, except
that the stratification is on the basis of the number of demands for
all parts, rather than for a single part. The addition of arcs to the
J
.................. _"_,_'_'_' _T _,_&_-_ __ _ ,_'
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_ network, computation of node times, and computation of the measure of
r
effectiveness are performed exactly as in the Stock Selection Model.
i The combining of the individual observations on the measure of effec-
tiveness to arrive at estimates of the expected effectiveness, the
standard deviation of the effectiveness, and the standard error _f
estimate of expected effectiveness is exactly as in the Stock Selec-
tion Model, except that the observations being combined are observations
on effectiveness rather than on incremental effectiveness.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
' The algorithms described in this section have been put in the
form of four computer programs for the I_M 7044: a Parts Reduction
Program, a Network Reduction Program, a Stock Selection Model, and an
Evaluation Model.
The Parts Reduction Program has as input the nominal network _a
list of activities, with their first and second nodes and times) and
a list of possible demands (each characterized by its demand node and
fill node). The output is the "allowable" time for each possible
demand. The program is written in FORTRAN IV. A network consisting
of 202 arcs and 115 nodes and a list of 119 possible demands required
approximately 6 seconds of execution time.
The Network Reduction Program has as input the nominal network,
and a llst of "special" nodes. The output is a reduced network that
has as its nodes only the first and last nodes of the nominal network
plus the "special" nodes. This program, too, is written in FO_RAN IV.
A network consisting of 202 arcs and 115 nodes and 24 "special" nodes
required approximately 4 seconds of execution time.
The Stock Selection Model has as input the data, described on
page 56, on the schedule of operations (nominal network in either
reduced or original form), the parts, and the possible demands for
them, plus the initial stock level for each part, a specification of
i the parts to be analyzed, and the sample size for each analysis. The
output for each par_ analyzed is estimates of the part's expected
However, the subset of FORTRAN IV used is also a subset of FORTRAN II.
i
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incremental effectiveness per incremental cost (and its standard
error of estimate), the part's expected incremental effectiveness
(and its standard error of estimate), and the standard deviation of
the incremental effectiveness. The program is written in SIMSCRIPT.
SlMSCRIPT was chosen because it provided an easy method for specify-
ing the d_mensions of arrays at run time rather than at compile time.
Also, storing the network as a SlMSCRIPT "set" made it easier to
program the algorithm for interpre1:ing demands. For Example _ given
in Sac. V, the analysis of each part require_ approximately 8 seconds
execution time for a sample size of I00. The reduced network for
this example consisted of 26 nodes and 33 arcs; there were (after
parts reduction) 55 possible demands.
The Evaluation Model has the same input requirements as the
Stock Selection Model with respect to the schedule, parts, and
povsible demands, except that the cost of the parts is not required.
In addition, a list of the stocking policies (i.e,, a specification
of the quantity of each part stocked) to be evaluated and the sample
size for each evaluation are _equired. The outputs for each evaluation
are estimates of expected elfectiveness, standard deviation of effec-
tiveness, and standard error of estimate of expected effectiveness.
The program is written in SIMSCRIPT for reasons the same as those
given above. For the previously cited example and for sample sizes
of i000, each evaluation required approximately 90 seconds. The
execution times for the Evaluation Model and the Stock Selection Model
would have been substantially less if they had been written in FORTRAN
or machine language; however, since these programs°were written as
research rather than as production tools SIMSCRIPT was used.
The com[uter programs were written for the simplified version of
the network approach; however, Sec. III has indicated how many of
these simplifying assumptions can be rpmoved, and this Appeadlx has
suggested what the effect will be on the computations. This Appendix
has not discussed the specific changes required in the comput=tlons
to incorporate multi-echelons, different reorder nolicles, different
probability structures, or different cost models. Each of these
extensions to the basic approach has many variations, and, to the
i.i
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extent that they can be incorporated in the computer programs, it is
best to do so in the context of a specific application.
!
|
|
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